Book No.: YI4-00003
Title: MAISES FUN BENYOMIN HASHLISHI, DIE: (STORIES OF BENJAMIN THE THIRD)
Author(s): MENDELE MOCHER SEFORIM
Narrator(s):
A novel about a visionary who travels around the world, and describes Jews in different communities.

Book No.: YI4-00006
Title: YUGEND: (YOUTH)
Author(s): ASCH, SHOLEM
Narrator(s): SOPHIE WEINER
A novel containing poetic descriptions of nature and youth.

Book No.: YI4-00008
Title: OREME UN FREILACHE: (THE POOR AND THE HAPPY)
Author(s): ALEICHEM, SHOLEM
Narrator(s): SOLOMON COLODNER
Describes the joy and laughter, pain and sorrow, hopes and expectations of the Jews living in a Russian shtetl.

Book No.: YI4-00010
Title: OYFEN ZAIDES FELDER: (GRANDFATHER'S ACRES)
Author(s): METZGER, ISAAC
Narrator(s): SOPHIE WEINER
The author's recollections and autobiographical account of his home life.
Book No.: YI4-00011
Title: DERTZELUNGEN: (ANTHOLOGY OF SHORT STORIES)
Author(s): ALEICHEM, SHOLEM
Narrator(s): BEN BASNKO
A collection of short stories by the Yiddish writer, including the story, 'Ich Bin Rothschild.'

Book No.: YI4-00012
Title: KATZ IN GETO, A: (CAT IN THE GHETTO, A)
Author(s): BRYCKS, RACHMIEL
Narrator(s):
A detailed description of life in the Lodz ghetto during the Nazi occupation.

Book No.: YI4-00013
Title: ROYTE POMERANTZEN: (RED POMEGRANATES)
Author(s): OLSVANGER, IMMANUEL
Narrator(s): JACK ROSEN
An anthology of humorous short stories.

Book No.: YI4-00014
Title: GIMPEL TAM: (GIMPEL THE FOOL)
Author(s): SINGER, I. B.
Narrator(s): PEARL PUTTERMAN
These stories bring to life the ghetto of 19th century Poland with its Yiddish flavor.

Book No.: YI4-00015
Title: MAISES FUN YIDDISHE KINDER, BAND 2: (STORIES ABOUT JEWISH CHILDREN, BOOK 2)
Author(s): ALEICHEM, SHOLEM
Narrator(s): SOLOMON COLODNER
The second volume in a series of stories about Jewish children living in the shtetl. Includes stories about Hanukkah gelt, Queen Esther, and Lag Ba’omer.

Book No.: YI4-00017
Title: LACHT A YID IN ERETZ YISROEL: (A JEW LAUGHS IN ISRAEL)
Author(s): NUDELMAN, M.
Narrator(s): IDA FALK
A collection of humorous stories, describing a trip to Israel and daily life in the Jewish state.

Book No.: YI4-00018
Title: FUN PESACH BIZ PESACH: (FROM PASSOVER TO PASSOVER)
Author(s): ALEICHEM, SHOLEM
Narrator(s): SOLOMON COLODNER
STORIES ABOUT LIFE IN THE SHTETL
Title: FISHKE DER KRUMER: (FISHKE THE LAME)
Author(s): MENDELE MOCHER SEFORIM
Narrator(s): PEARL PUTTERMAN
A novel about two crippled beggars who fall in love.

Book No.: YI4-00025
Title: NONTE GESHTALTEN UN ANDERE SHRIFTEN: (ENDEARING FIGURES AND OTHER STORIES)
Author(s): MANGER, ITZIK
Narrator(s): ESTHER BIRNBAUM
Itzik Manger profiles writers such as poet Eliakum Zunser and humorist Hershele Ostropolper.

Book No.: YI4-00029
Title: MISHPOCHE CARNOVSKY, DIE
Author(s): SINGER, I.J.
Narrator(s): ANNE KIMMEL
A story of three generations of a Jewish family in Poland, Germany, and America.

Book No.: YI4-00033
Title: VUS ICH GEDENK FUN MEIN LEBEN: (WHAT I REMEMBER OF MY LIFE)
Author(s): GOTTFESFELD, CHUNAH
Narrator(s): SOPHIE WEINER
The author reminisces about his early life.
The author recalls her childhood and the Jewish ideals which she inherited from her parents.

A book describing the Yiddish theatre in New York and in Tel Aviv.

A story about the town of Rabbi Solomon the Prince.

Selected poems and ballads by Yiddish poet and playwright.
Book No.: YI4-00042
Title: SHTOT FUN TZORN: THE CITY OF WRATH
Author(s): IZBAN, SHMUEL
Narrator(s): AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
A collection of Yiddish short stories about modern city life.

Book No.: YI4-00043
Title: LITVAK IN POYLIN: (A LITHUANIAN IN POLAND)
Author(s): CHARNEY, DANIEL
Narrator(s): CHAIM PIEMER
The experiences of a Lithuanian Jew who travels through Poland.

Book No.: YI4-00045
Title: MANTEL FUN A PRINTZ, A: (PRINCE'S COAT, A)
Author(s): BIRSHTEIN, YOSL
Narrator(s): AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
Short stories about modern-day Israel.

Book No.: YI4-00047
Title: ARUM DER VERBE: (AROUND THE WILLOW)
Author(s): RAM, MENUCHA
Narrator(s): SOPHIE WEINER
A collection of stories about life in modern Israel.
Book No.: YI4-00050
Title: ORE DIE BORD: (ORE THE BEARDED ONE)
Author(s): KOBRIN, LEON
Narrator(s): MORRIS KAYE
A novel about a Jew who immigrated to the United States at the beginning of the twentieth century and built up the neighborhood known as Brownsville.

Book No.: YI4-00053
Title: YIDDISHE NESCHOMOS, BAND 2: YIDDISH SOULS, BOOK 2
Author(s): LITVIN, A.
Narrator(s):
The second part of Litvin's novel about Jewish life and Jewish characters.

Book No.: YI4-00054
Title: BRUNEM BEIM VEG: A WELL ON THE ROAD
Author(s): DLUZNOWSKY, MOSHE
Narrator(s): AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
A collection of short stories, dealing with the common man and his problems.

Book No.: YI4-00055
Title: MERKURYOZN
Author(s): MERCUR, WOLF
Narrator(s): I.W. SHERMAN
A collection of short stories about Jewish actors and the theater, in prose and rhyme.

Book No.: YI4-00059  
Title: VEG ZU ZICH, DER: (ROAD TO ONESELF, THE)  
Author(s): ASCH, SHOLEM  
Narrator(s):  
A novel about a man returning to his shtetl after leaving to find a better life in the city.

Book No.: YI4-00060  
Title: MORDECAI EMANUEL NOACH  
Author(s): ERDBERG, SAMSON  
Narrator(s): BEN KAYE  
A historical novel dealing with the life of the American Sephardic Jew who, some 67 years before Theodore Herzl, advocated a separate Jewish homeland.

Book No.: YI4-00062  
Title: YIDDISHE VITZEN: (JEWISH JOKES)  
Author(s): RAVNITZKI, YEHOSHUA  
Narrator(s):  
A collection of humorous stories and anecdotes, prefaced by a review of the history of Jewish humor.

Book No.: YI4-00064  
Title: MEINE HUNDERT KINDER: (MY ONE HUNDRED CHILDREN)
Author(s): KUCHLER-SILBERMAN, LENA  
Narrator(s): AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN  
A personal account by a woman who escaped the Holocaust and devoted her life to the rescue and care of surviving Jewish children.

Book No.: YI4-00065  
Title: LEKAVAD YOM TOV: (IN HONOR OF THE HOLIDAYS)  
Author(s): UNTERMAN, ISAAC  
Narrator(s): MORRIS KAYE  
Description of the customs and ceremonies surrounding the major Jewish holidays.

Book No.: YI4-00066  
Title: FARLOYRENER NIGN  
Author(s): KORBRIN, LEON  
Narrator(s): AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN  
A novel on Jewish life.

Book No.: YI4-00067  
Title: IN DER VELT AREIN: (ADRIFT IN THE WORLD)  
Author(s): SHELUBSKY, MOSHE YUDL  
Narrator(s): MORRIS KAYE  
Stories about Jewish life in the shtetls of Eastern Europe, with all its joys, sorrows, and celebrations.
Title: COLUMBUS DER YID: (COLUMBUS THE JEW)
Author(s): SAPHIRE, SAUL
Narrator(s):
A historical novel dealing with the expulsion of Jews from Spain and the discovery of America.

Book No.: YI4-00069
Title: BEAUTY OF JUDAISM
Author(s): ROSE-MARIN, DR. AARON
Narrator(s): CHAIM ABRAHAM PEIMER
A presentation of the system of Jewish values and qualities such as compassion, friendship, charity, and jealousy.

Book No.: YI4-00071
Title: KENIGN MIRIAM: (QUEEN MARIAMNE)
Author(s): Osherowitch, M.
Narrator(s): AUGUSTA ZIMMERMANN
A historical novel about King Herod and the struggle of the Jewish people against Roman rule.

Book No.: YI4-00072
Title: DER SAR FUN LEBEN: (THE MASTER OF LIFE)
Author(s): TENENBAUM, S.
Narrator(s): LILLIAN KAYE
Memoirs and episodes from the writer's life.
Book No.: YI4-00073  
Title: ALLE MESHALIM FUN DUBNER MAGID: (ALL THE PARABLES OF THE PREACHER OF DUBNO)  
Author(s): ZEVIN, ISRAEL J.  
Narrator(s): MORRIS KAYE  
A collection of parables and anecdotes by the Maggid of Dubno, who was often considered the 'Jewish Aesop.'

Book No.: YI4-00081  
Title: ICH GEDENK DIE TEG: (I RECALL THE DAYS)  
Author(s): MORGENSTEIN, JOSEPH  
Narrator(s): ROSE H. COHEN  
A book of reminiscences and memories about the past.

Book No.: YI4-00083  
Title: FREILICHE MINUTEN: (CHEERFUL MINUTES)  
Author(s): KOVNER, B.  
Narrator(s):  
A collection of humorous stories about life in New York and other places.

Book No.: YI4-00085  
Title: MENACHEM MENDEL  
Author(s): ALEICHEM, SHOLEM  
Narrator(s):  
A novel about a Jew living in Russia and trying to make a living. I'm coming
LEBNS IN SHTUREM: (LIVES IN TURMOIL)
Author(s): RAIZMAN, SIDNEY I.
Narrator(s): A novel about a yeshiva student and his experiences in South America.

GEKLIBENE SCHRIFTEN: (COLLECTION OF WRITINGS)
Author(s): EPSTEIN, SEYMOUR
Narrator(s): LEHRER, ROSE

SHOLEM ALEICHEM
Author(s): MAIZEL, NACHMAN
Narrator(s): MARTHA STERNCHAS
The biography of the Yiddish writer, Sholem Aleichem, who was known for his descriptions of the lives of humble, hardworking people.

GUT YONTIF, GUT YOHR: (HAPPY HOLIDAYS, HAPPY NEW YEAR)
Author(s): JAFFEE, MARIE B.
Narrator(s): SARA S. STERN
A collection of original holiday verses and popular classics, such as 'The Star Spangled Banner,' translated into Yiddish.

Book No.: YI4-00098  
Title: IN DER MEDINA FUN DI KUZARIM: (IN THE STATE OF THE KHAZARS)  
Author(s): SHACHNOVICH, S.  
Narrator(s): AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN  
The story of the tribe of the Khazars and their conversion to Judaism.

Book No.: YI4-00099  
Title: MONOLOGEN: MONOLOGUES  
Author(s): ALEICHEM, SHOLEM  
Narrator(s): DR. SOLOMON COLODNER  
Monologues on Jewish experiences and characters in the shtetl.

Book No.: YI4-00100  
Title: FUN'M YARID: (FROM THE FAIR)  
Author(s): ALEICHEM, SHOLEM  
Narrator(s): DR. SOLOMON COLODNER  
A story about life in a shtetl in which Sholom Aleichem compares life to a fair.

Book No.: YI4-00101  
Title: IN A NEIER VELT: (IN A NEW WORLD)  
Author(s):
A historical novel about Jewish immigration to America.

Book No.: YI4-00105
Title: KLEINE MAISELACH MIT KLEINE HASOGES: (LITTLE STORIES WITH LITTLE MESSAGES)
Author(s): ALEICHEM, SHOLEM
Narrator(s): DR. SAUL COLODNER
Wit and wisdom from the master Yiddish storyteller.

Book No.: YI4-00108
Title: FALN FUN BERLIN, DAS: (FALL OF BERLIN, THE)
Author(s): MAN, MENDEL
Narrator(s): AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
The story of the fall of a city and of its people.

Book No.: YI4-00113
Title: MEINE REIZEN IN TZEHN LENDER: (MY TRAVELS IN TEN COUNTRIES)
Author(s): OGUS, A.D.
Narrator(s): ZIMMERMAN, AUGUSTA
The author describes Palestine and other lands that he visited during his travels in 1928.

Book No.: YI4-00115
Title: BLUT OYFEN TZEILEM: (BLOOD ON THE CREST)
Author(s): EDARI, ZEEV
Narrator(s): FRED STEINER
Short stories about daily life, translated from the Polish, by a former Polish army officer now living in Israel.

Book No.: YI4-00117
Title: NOBEL LECTURE
Author(s): SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s): AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
This volume contains Singer's Nobel Lecture (English and Yiddish), the text of the Nobel Prize Citation: 'Why I Write For Children,' and 'The Work of Isaac Bashevis Singer' by Lars Gyllensten.

Book No.: YI4-00124
Title: INSTANT YIDDISH
Author(s): KOGOS, FRED
Narrator(s): AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
Short and amusing elementary course in Yiddish.

Book No.: YI4-00127
Title: MOSHE: (MOSES)
Author(s): ASCH, SHOLEM
Narrator(s): ZVI SCOOLER
A psychological portrait of Moses as a revolutionary and dedicated leader and Prophet of God.

Book No.: YI4-00129
Title: KHAVER NAKHMAN
Author(s): SINGER, I.J.
Narrator(s): MINDY GROSS
A novel.

Book No.: YI4-00134
Title: IN UMKUM UN OIFSHTAND: IN DESTRUCTION AND REVOLT
Author(s): LOBETKIN, ZIVIA
Narrator(s): AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
A gripping memoir of a Partisan who fought the Nazis in the ghettos of Eastern Europe during World War II

Book No.: YI4-00135
Title: YIDDISHE VITZEN, VOL. II: JEWISH WIT
Author(s): RAWNITZKI, J.C.
Narrator(s): AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
The second in a series of Jewish humor in the form of stories and anecdotes.

Book No.: YI4-00136
Title: SHMUESM MIT SHRAYBER IN YISROEL: CHATS WITH WRITERS IN ISRAEL
Author(s): PAT, JACOB
Narrator(s): AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
Fiction.

Book No.: YI4-00140
Title: TZANKENDIKE LICHT: (FLICKERING LIGHTS)
Author(s): DEMBLIN, B.
Narrator(s): AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
Two people in a Displaced Persons camp whose love is marred by obsessive memories of their respective mates and who must resolve their conflicts before they can find happiness.

Book No.: YI4-00141
Title: OIF KIDDUSH HASHEM: (FOR THE SANCTIFICATION OF G-D'S NAME)
Author(s): BRYKS, RACHMIL
Narrator(s): 

Book No.: YI4-00144
Title: MAMA'S SHABBOSIM, DER: (MY MOTHER'S SABBATHS)
Author(s): GRADE, CHAIM
Narrator(s): An autobiographical novel describing the author's youth in Vilna, his wanderings in Russia during World War II and his return home after the war.

Book No.: YI4-00149
Title: LATTER PROPHETS FROM THE HOLY SCRIPTURES
Author(s): TRANSLATED INTO YIDDISH BY: YEHOASH
Narrator(s): DR. SOLOMON COLODNER
This is a translation into Yiddish of the latter prophets of from Yeshayahu (Isaiah) to Malachi.

Book No.: YI4-00158  
**Title:** DRAMEN UN DERZELUNGEN: (PLAYS AND STORIES)  
**Author(s):** DYMOV, OSSIP  
**Narrator(s):** ROCHELLE SUSEL  
A selection of plays and stories encompassing both old and new worlds by a Russian-Jewish author.

Book No.: YI4-00159  
**Title:** SATIREN UN HUMORESKEN: (HUMOR AND SATIRE)  
**Author(s):** PERETZ, I.L.  
**Narrator(s):** NATHAN LEV  
A selection of stories about Eastern European Jews.

Book No.: YI4-00160  
**Title:** GAST FUN TEXAS: (VISITOR FROM TEXAS, I LIKE MIKE!)  
**Author(s):** MEGGED, AHARON  
**Narrator(s):**  
This satirical play pokes fun at various aspects of life in Israel.

Book No.: YI4-00164  
**Title:** KNECHT, DER (THE SLAVE)  
**Author(s):** SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s): I.L. PERETZ
A seventeenth-century story of forbidden love between a Polish peasant girl and a saintly Jewish youth who, through their sufferings, gain wisdom and faith.

Book No.: YI4-00168
Title: TSEMAKH ATLAS. VOL. 2 (THE YESHIVA)
Author(s): GRADE, CHAIM
Narrator(s): SOL HENKIND
This is the final part of a novel portraying the struggle of a rabbinic scholar against the values and norms accepted by his environment.

Book No.: YI4-00169
Title: DANIEL DERONDA
Author(s): ELIOT, GEORGE
Narrator(s): ALEX SCHLAFMITZ
Written in 1876, this is a novel about an Englishman uninterested in his Jewish ancestry until he is introduced to the Zionist idea.

Book No.: YI4-00170
Title: GELECHTER MIT A TRER: (LAUGHTER WITH A TEAR)
Author(s): HEILBLOOM, JOSEPH
Narrator(s): AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
Humorous sketches by a Canadian Jewish writer.
Title: YOSHE KALB
Author(s): SINGER, I. J.
Narrator(s): ETTIE GERSHBERG
A novel about a pious Jew whose love affair nearly caused a religious war in the Jewish communities of Eastern Europe.

Book No.: YI4-00173
Title: VILNA GAON, DER (GAON OF VILNA, THE)
Author(s): MARCUS, PESACH
Narrator(s): HENKIND, SOL
A historical novel about the life and times of Rabbi Eliahu of Vilna, better known as the Vilna Gaon.

Book No.: YI4-00174
Title: OISGEKLIBENE SHRIFTEN: (SELECTED WRITINGS)
Author(s): PINSKI, DAVID
Narrator(s): An anthology of selected writings which includes memoirs, criticism, drama, and essays.

Book No.: YI4-00177
Title: YIDDISCHE DENKER UN POETEN: (JEWISH THINKERS AND POETS)
Author(s): GINZBURG, DR. I.
Narrator(s): A study of Jewish thinkers and poets. Included are Rabbi Yehuda Halevi, Rabbi Shlomo Ibn Gabirol, and Rabbi Shmuel Hanaggid.
Book No.: YI4-00179
Title: TZWISHEN YAM UN MIDBAR: BETWEEN SEA AND SAND
Author(s): OPATOSHU, DAVID
Narrator(s): PEARL PUTTERMAN
The author's experiences as the only Jew in an American western town and his relationships with the Mexicans, Indians, and others who lived there.

Book No.: YI4-00180
Title: GANZ TEVYE DER MILCHIGER: (TEVYE, THE MILKMAN)
Author(s): ALEICHEM, SHOLEM
Narrator(s): BEN BASNKO
The trials and tribulations of Tevye, his family, and their life in the Russian shtetl, Kasrilevke. This story is the basis for the musical, 'Fiddler on the Roof.'

Book No.: YI4-00181
Title: ZUMER LEBEN: (SUMMER LIVES)
Author(s): ALEICHEM, SHOLEM
Narrator(s): PEARL PUTTERMAN
The experiences and memoirs of the well-known Yiddish author and humorist in Boiberick and Marienbad.

Book No.: YI4-00182
MAISES FUN YIDDISHE KINDER, BAND 1: (STORIES ABOUT JEWISH CHILDREN, BOOK 1)
Author(s): ALEICHEM, SHOLEM
Narrator(s):
The first volume in a series of stories about Jewish children living in the shtetl. Includes such stories as 'Dos Messerl' and 'Oifn Fiddle.'

Book No.: YI4-00183
Title: KLEINE MENSHELE, DIE
Author(s): MENDELE MOCHER SEFORIM
Narrator(s): HENKIND, SOL
A satire on the politicians and agitators who rose to leadership in the Jewish communities of Eastern Europe.

Book No.: YI4-00184
Title: OIF YENER ZEIT BUG (ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE BUG RIVER)
Author(s): ZIPPER, JACOB
Narrator(s): AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
The story of a young man who escapes a life of oppression in his hometown only to encounter the same problems in the next village. The end of the story finds him running again.

Book No.: YI4-00185
Title: GEZAMELTE SHRIFTEN
Author(s): REISEN, AVRAHAM
Narrator(s):
The collected short stories and sketches of Avraham Reisen about Jewish life in the shtetl.

Book No.: YI4-00186
Title: KISHUF MACHERIN FUN CASTILIEN, THE (SORCERESS OF CASTILE, THE)
Author(s): ASCH, SHOLEM
Narrator(s): AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
In 1556 a young Jewish girl is unknowingly used as a model for a portrait of the Madonna and is then accused of assuming her identity by means of witchcraft. Graphic scenes of the Inquisition are depicted.

Book No.: YI4-00187
Title: EISENBNAN GESCHICHTE: (RAILROAD STORIES)
Author(s): ALEICHEM, SHOLEM
Narrator(s): ROCHELLE SUSEL
A collection of stories exchanged by passengers during a train ride.

Book No.: YI4-00188
Title: LETZTER FUN BASHAF, DER (LAST OF CREATION, THE)
Author(s): SHAVINSKY, JOSEPH
Narrator(s): ETTIE GERSHBERG
A collection of short stories.
Title: UNTER DER ZUN: (UNDER THE SUN)
Author(s): NADIR, MOSHE
Narrator(s): PEARL PUTTERMAN
A collection of humorous social and political essays depicting life in America.

Book No.: YI4-00190
Title: LOMIR LACHEN (LET'S LAUGH)
Author(s): OPATOWSKI, I.
Narrator(s): CHAIM PIEMER

Book No.: YI4-00192
Title: DERTZEILUNGEN: SHORT STORIES
Author(s): PERETZ, Y. L.
Narrator(s): MARGARET K. SOIFER
A collection of short stories depicting life in early twentieth-century Eastern Europe.

Book No.: YI4-00193
Title: DERTZELUNGEN, MEISELACH UN BILDER. BAND 2: STORIES
Author(s): PERETZ, Y.L.
Narrator(s): SOLOMON REISEMAN
Volume two of a collection of stories, fables, and sketches of life in early twentieth-century Eastern Europe.

Book No.: YI4-00196
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Narrator(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YOSELEH SOLOVAY: (THE NIGHTINGALE)</td>
<td>ALEICHEM, SHOLEM</td>
<td>ALEX SCHLAFFMITZ</td>
<td>The story of a renowned cantor and his troubled personal life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book No.: YI4-00197</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOMEDIES</td>
<td>ALEICHEM, SHOLOM</td>
<td>AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN</td>
<td>Sholem Aleichem pokes gentle fun at those who forget their small-town identity and heritage while assimilating into the larger, more sophisticated world.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book No.: YI4-00199</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN SHTUREM: (IN THE STORM)</td>
<td>ALEICHEM, SHOLEM</td>
<td>AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN</td>
<td>Set in a small Russian town in the early 1900s during the pogroms, this story follows several families through tragedy and triumph, friendship and young love.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book No.: YI4-00200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGUNAH, DER</td>
<td>GRADE, CHAIM</td>
<td>ALEX SCHLAFFMITZ</td>
<td>The story of a rabbi who decides to aid an 'agunah,' a woman who cannot remarry, in this case, because there were no witnesses to her husband's death.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book No.: YI4-00200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Aleichem takes readers on a visit to his hometown where he recounts how Kasrilevke acquired street lights, restaurants, horse tramways, and even a theater but still retained its piety, poverty, humor, and peculiar logic.

This is the story of a 'born loser.' The reader is made to wonder if he is really a victim of circumstance or just his own worst enemy.

This romance concerns a Holocaust survivor who finds himself in Israel. He wants to gather certain items for a museum. Yet, the museum disintegrates and all the work he exerts is for nothing, as he is swindled out of his money by a crook.
Yiddish writers such as Sholem Aleichem, I. L. Peretz, and Mendele Mocher Seforim reflect, mostly in verse, on the circumstances of their lives.

The autobiography of one of the most popular and beloved musical comedy stars of the Jewish stage.

A guide to starting a Yiddish club. The authors provide resources for materials as well as chapters on humor, proverbs, poetry, songs, skits, and Jewish holidays.
Narrator(s): AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
A history of Yiddish music including an examination of its origins.

Book No.: YI4-00214
Title: ELDRA DON UN ANDERE MAYSES: (ELDRA DON AND OTHER STORIES)
Author(s): MENKES, HERSH DOVID
Narrator(s): AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
A collection of short stories about Jewish life.

Book No.: YI4-00215
Title: DREI YIDDISHE KRASAVITZES: (THE THREE JEWISH BEAUTIES)
Author(s): RUBINSTEIN, YAKOV
Narrator(s): 
In this collection of essays and short stories, the author, an Israeli columnist, offers his impression of daily life in Israel.

Book No.: YI4-00216
Title: COLLEGE YIDDISH: AN INTRODUCTION TO THE YIDDISH LANGUAGE
Author(s): WEINREICH, URIEL
Narrator(s): AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
Written by a professor of Yiddish language at Columbia University, this is intended as a basic college-level Yiddish textbook.
Book No.: YI4-00217
Title: YIDDISHE MUSIK UN IHRE PROBLEME: (YIDDISH MUSIC AND ITS PROBLEMS)
Author(s): FATER, ISSACHAR
Narrator(s): AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
A history of Yiddish music and the contributions of Jewish composers.

Book No.: YI4-00218
Title: GER TZEDEK FUN VILNA, DER: (THE RIGHTEOUS CONVERT FROM VILNA)
Author(s): SAPIR, SHAUL
Narrator(s): AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
A novel based on the story of Count Valentin Potocki, heir to the throne of Poland in the seventeenth century, who converted to Judaism and was burned at the stake for his beliefs.

Book No.: YI4-00219
Title: CHELMER NARONIM: (FOOLS OF CHELM, THE)
Author(s): BEN MORDEKHAI, ELISHA
Narrator(s): AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
Comic tales about the citizens of Chelm. The Chelm locals try to apply their peculiar line of reasoning to individual and social problems, ending up with the most ridiculous solutions.

Book No.: YI4-00222
Title: YIDDISH II
While teaching the rules of standard Yiddish, this textbook also provides the student with a view of the language in the process of change. It highlights the different speech patterns of men and women, religious and secular Jews, as well as the learned and the untaught.

Book No.: YI4-00223
Title: KHOSIDISH (HASIDIC TALES)
Author(s): PERETZ, I.L.
Narrator(s): LEIB TENCER
Stories.

Book No.: YI4-00224
Title: SHTETL
Author(s): WEISSENBERG, ISAAC MEIR
Narrator(s): CECYLIA SERLIN
Fiction.

Book No.: YI4-00225
Title: DER KNEKHT (THE SLAVE)
Author(s): SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s): LEIB RUBINOV
Fiction.

Book No.: YI4-00227
Title: ROMAN FUN A FERD GANEF: ROMANCE OF A HORSE THIEF
Author(s): OPATOSHU, JOSEPH
Narrator(s): SIDNEY LIPSEY
The story of an unusual Jewish thief who made a living by smuggling horses across the border from Poland to Germany and who was killed while defending fellow Jews against their hostile neighbors.

Book No.: YI4-00231
Title: DERSEYLUNGEN FUN DER ANTOLOGYE "IN DEM EYGENEM LAND"
Author(s):
Narrator(s):
Anthology

Book No.: YI4-00232
Title: DERTSEYLUNGEN FUN YIDISHE SOVETISHE SHRABER
Author(s):
Narrator(s):
Anthology

Book No.: YI4-00233
Title: FORLEYENEN FUN DORE VASERMAN
Author(s):
Narrator(s):
Book No.: YI4-00234
Title: FORLEYENEN FUN YISROEL GONSHOR VASERMAN
Author(s):
Narrator(s):

Book No.: YI4-00235
Title: DER TAKEF
Author(s): IZBAN, SHMUEL
Narrator(s): ELIEZER BUTMAN

Book No.: YI4-00237
Title: DI TSEN TSEYKHNS FUN MESHIEKHN
Author(s): AN-SKI, SHELOMOH
Narrator(s): PERETZ ZILBERBERG

Book No.: YI4-00238
Title: MENDEL TERK
Author(s): AN-SKI, SHELOMOH
Narrator(s): ABA IGELFELD

Book No.: YI4-00251
Title: DER TILIM-YID: SALVATION
Author(s): ASCH, SHOLEM
Narrator(s): FOGELGARN, BLUMA
Fiction.

Book No.: YI4-00252
Title: DRAY SHTETL: PETERBURG: THREE TOWNS: PETERSBURG
Author(s): ASCH, SHOLEM
Narrator(s): BLUMA FOGELGARN
A great panorama of the years leading up to the Russian Revolution. The novel focuses on St. Petersburg, Warsaw, and Moscow, and how various people deal with these earth shaking events.

Book No.: YI4-00253
Title: DRAY SHTETL: PETERBURG: THREE TOWNS: WARSAW
Author(s): ASCH, SHOLEM
Narrator(s): BLUMA FOGELGARN
A great panorama of the years leading up to the Russian Revolution. The novel focuses on St. Petersburg, Warsaw, and Moscow, and how various people deal with these earth shaking events.

Book No.: YI4-00254
Title: KHAYIM LEDERERS TSURIKKUMEN
Author(s): ASCH, SHOLEM
Narrator(s): PERETZ ZILBERBERG
Fiction.

Book No.: YI4-00255
Book No.: YI4-00260
Title: AZUM VOKZAL
Author(s): BERGELSON, DAVID
Narrator(s): CECYLIA SERLIN
Fiction.

Book No.: YI4-00261
Title: DI ERSHTE BAGEGENISH
Author(s): CHAGELL, BELLA
Narrator(s): CECYLIA SERLIN
Fiction.

Book No.: YI4-00262
Title: ZELMENYANER
Author(s): KULBAK, MOYSHE
Narrator(s): LEIB TENCER
Fiction.

Book No.: YI4-00264
Title: NEMT MIKH IN LAND FUN FARGESN UN ANDERE SHRIFTN
Author(s): AYZNMAN, TSEVI
Narrator(s): AYZNMAN, TSEVI

Book No.: YI4-00265
Title: VARSHE-APRIL 1986 UN ANDERE SHRIFTN
Author(s): AYZNMAN, TSEVI
Narrator(s): ABA IGELFELD

Book No.: YI4-00266
Title: DER FREMDER UN DOKTOR LUKOV
Author(s): BOREISHO, MENAKHEM
Narrator(s): CECYLIA SERLIN

Book No.: YI4-00267
Title: ZAVI RIMER
Author(s): BOREISHO, MENAKHEM
Narrator(s): CECYLIA SERLIN

Book No.: YI4-00268
Title: IBER DI KHURVES FUN PLOYNE
Author(s): BURSHTIN, MIKHOEL
Narrator(s): SIDNEY LIPSEY

Book No.: YI4-00269
Title: BAY DI TAYKHN FUN MAZOVYE
Author(s): BURSHTIN, MIKHOEL
Narrator(s): SARA DRESNER
Book No.: YI4-00270
Title: OYSGEKLIBENE SHRIFTN
Author(s): BIALIK, KHAYOM NAKHMAN
Narrator(s): SHALOM LABKOFSKY

Book No.: YI4-00271
Title: LIDER UN POEMEN
Author(s): BIALIK, KHAYIM NAKHMAN
Narrator(s): LEIB RUBINIOV

Book No.: YI4-00272
Title: M'DARF ZAYN A MENTSCH
Author(s): BERGNER, HERZ
Narrator(s): VOVE VAYNSHTEYN

Book No.: YI4-00273
Title: OYSGEVEYTE VERK
Author(s): BERGELSON, DAVID
Narrator(s): CECYLIA SERLIN

Book No.: YI4-00274
Title: SHTUREMTEG
Author(s): BERGELSON, DAVID
Narrator(s): VOVE VAYNSHTEYN
Book No.: YI4-00275
Title: AROPGELAKHT FUN HARTSN
       (FRAGMENTIN)
Author(s): BRAT, YITZHAK
Narrator(s): MALCA SUSSMAN HUBNER

Book No.: YI4-00276
Title: BAY DI TAYKHN POLESYE
Author(s): BRUSILOV, NISN
Narrator(s): CECYLLIA SERLIN

Book No.: YI4-00277
Title: A POYER VERN HOT ZIKH MIR FARGLUS
Author(s): GOFLAT, AVROM
Narrator(s): ISRAEL GONSHOR

Book No.: YI4-00278
Title: VOS IKH GEDENK
Author(s): DYMOW, OSIP
Narrator(s): CECYLLIA SERLIN

Book No.: YI4-00279
Title: A BRUNEM BAYM VEG
Author(s): DLUZNOWSKY, MOSHE
Narrator(s): SIDNEY LIPSEY

Book No.: YI4-00280
Title: HARBST AIN VAYNGORTN
Author(s): DLUZNOWSKY, MOSHE
Narrator(s): SIDNEY LIPSEY

Book No.: YI4-00281
Title: TIRN UN FENTSTER
Author(s): DLUZNOWSKY, MOSHE
Narrator(s): PERETZ ZILBERBERG

Book No.: YI4-00282
Title: AMOL
Author(s): HOFER, YEKHIEL
Narrator(s): VOVE VAYNSHITEYN

Book No.: YI4-00283
Title: MONOLOGN
Author(s): HIRSCHBEYN, PERETZ
Narrator(s): SIDNEY ZOLTAK
Book No.: YI4-00284
Title: BROYT
Author(s): WARZAGER, SHLOMO
Narrator(s): CECYLIA SERLIN

Book No.: YI4-00285
Title: UNDZER GAS
Author(s): VENDROF, ZALMEN
Narrator(s): CECYLIA SERLIN

Book No.: YI4-00286
Title: REYSHE
Author(s): WEINSTEIN, BERISH
Narrator(s): CECYLIA SERLIN

Book No.: YI4-00287
Title: SHTETL
Author(s): VAYNSENBERG, ITSHE MEYER
Narrator(s): CECYLIA SERLIN

Book No.: YI4-00288
Title: SHRIFTN
Author(s): VAYSENBERG, ITSHE MEYER
Narrator(s): ABA IGELFELD
Book No.: YI4-00289
Title: ZIGELBOYM-BUKH
Author(s): ZIGELBOYM, SHMUEL
Narrator(s): ABA IGELFELD

Book No.: YI4-00290
Title: A BASHERTE ZAKH
Author(s): SINGER, ISRAEL JOSHUA
Narrator(s): SARA DRESHER

Book No.: YI4-00349
Title: FREMDE HIMLEN
Author(s): TSANIN, MORDKHE
Narrator(s): AARON IRLICHT

Book No.: YI4-00350
Title: OYF FREMDER ERD
Author(s): TSANIN, MORDKHE
Narrator(s): SARA DRESNER

Book No.: YI4-00351
Title: VILNE, MAYN VILNE
Author(s): KARPINOVITSH, AVROM
Book No.: YI4-00352
Title: IZ GEKUMEN A YID KEYN AMERIKE
Author(s): RABOY, ISAAC
Narrator(s): CECYLIA SERLIN

Book No.: YI4-00353
Title: BOTSHANI (FRAGMENT)
Author(s): ROSENFARB, CHAVA
Narrator(s): AARON IRLICHT

Book No.: YI4-00354
Title: DI LETSTE LIBE
Author(s): ROSENFARB, CHAVA
Narrator(s): CHAVA ROSENFARB

Book No.: YI4-00355
Title: ARUM DER VERBE
Author(s): RAM, MENUKHA
Narrator(s): CECYLIA SERLIN

Book No.: YI4-00356